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Abstract
The form of Einstein equation in Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi variables is
well known for the spacelike 3+1 ADM foliation. It is also known that Sen-
Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi connection can be introduced only in 3 dimensional
space and does not work for D > 3. The reason it works in D = 3 is due to
existence of isomorphism between so(3) algebra and R3 space with vector prod-
uct. It turns out that similar isomorphism exists between so(2, 1) algebra andR32,1
space algebra with respect to its vector product. By using this isomorphism we find
both analog of Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi connection for timelike 3+1 folia-
tion and corresponding forms of Gauss, Diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian con-
straints. We then combine spacelike and timelike foliation constraints into the
generalized form of Einstein equations using generalized Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-
Immirzi connection variables. We prove that Immirzi parameter is covariant with
respect to timelike-spacelike ADM foliation change as in both cases in self-dual
Ashtekar case it disappears in Hamiltionian constraint keeping it polynomial.
1 Introduction
It is known that Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi connection and flux variables can be
introduced only in 3 dimensional space and do not work forD > 3, see [1]. The reason
it works in D = 3 is due to isomorphism between so(3) algebra and R3 space with
vector product. Such isomorphism does not exist forD > 3, and, therefore it is impos-
sible to introduce Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi connection.
We have noticed that similar isomorphism also exists in D = 3 between so(2, 1) alge-
bra and algebra of vectors in R32,1 space with its vector product. By using this isomor-
phism we derive Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi formalism in timelike foliation ADM
with SO(2, 1) structure group. We obtain a new connection in that case and corre-
sponding rotational, Gauss, Diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraints. We then
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combine so(3) connection for spacelike foliation ADM with so(2, 1) conneciton for
timelike foliation ADM into one expression, which we call a generalized connection.
We continue by combining rotational, Gauss, Diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian set of
constraints into one set of generalized constraints for both cases.
Recently 3+1 timelike foliation obtained much attention due to an attempt to make the
next step towards covariant theory. We are aware of all the papers on the subject, how-
ever we will cite only those that have been used to derive this result. All others can be
found in any overview on the subject. Our result is novel, as it uses the above men-
tioned isomorphism to introduce a new set of variables in a much simpler form. Such
simple form, being similar to the spacelike case variables, let us combine spacelike and
timelike ADM foliation constraints into one combined set of equations.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss so(2, 1) → R32,1 iso-
morphism. In the following section 3 we introduce SO(2, 1) rotational constraints
and extrinsic curvature variables Kia. We then write SO(3) and SO(2, 1) rotational
constraints in a combined generalized form. In section 4 we obtain a generalized
Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi connection for both timelike and spacelike ADM fo-
liation as well as a generalized covariant derivative and a generalized Gauss constraint.
In section 5 we introduce a generalized canonical transformation between variables
(qab, P
cd) and Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi variables (Aia, E
i
a), and by calculating
Poisson brackets, we show that the symplectic structure is preserved, i.e the transforma-
tion is canonical. In section 6we derive a diffeomorphism constraint for timelike ADM
foliation. We then combine it with spacelike ADM foliation into one generalized equa-
tion. In section 7 we derive a generalized form of Hamiltonian constraint. A number of
appendices below show all calculation details. Everywhere below we use the following
index convention for symmetrization and anti-symmetrization: A(aAb) =
1
2 (Aa +Ab)
, A[aAb] =
1
2 (Aa −Ab)
2 so(2, 1) → R32,1 Isomorphism and Structure coeffi-
cients
Before considering so(2, 1)→ R32,1 isomorphism we will first remind how the similar
isomorphism is written in spacelike ADM with SO(3) structure group. The dynamics
equations can be written in Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi polynomial form in that
case only because of isomorphism between so(3) algebra and the algebra R3 with
vector product. This isomorphism makes so(3) regular and adjoint representations the
same, which is not the case for any dimension higher than 3, as such isomorphism
exists only inD = 3. The isomorphism can be written in the following form:
Γlai = ǫ
l
kiso(3)Γ
k
a (1)
,where ǫlkiso(3) = ǫlkiso(3) = ǫ
lki
so(3) - fully antisymmetric so(3) tensor, which is
also so(3) algebra structure coefficients with ǫ012so(3) = 1, ǫ012so(3) = 1, while Γ
k
a
are vectors in R3. So the covariant derivative can be written as:
DaE
a
i = [DaE
a]i + Γ
l
aiE
a
l = ∂aE
a
i + ǫ
l
kiso(3)Γ
k
aE
a
l (2)
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Similar isomorphism exists between so(2, 1) algebra and algebra of R32,1 vectors with
respect to its vector product:
Γlai = ǫ
l
kiso(2,1)Γ
k
a = ǫ
l
ik so(2,1)Γ
k
a (3)
,where ǫlkiso(2,1) is so(2, 1) antisymmetric tensor and algebra so(2, 1) structure coef-
ficients with ǫ012so(2,1) = 1, ǫ012so(2,1) = −1, while Γka are vectors in R32,1.
Since ǫlkiso(2,1) = ηijǫ
jl
k so(3), where ηij = Diag(−1, 1, 1), we can also rewrite it as:
Γlai = ηijǫ
jl
k so(3)Γ
k
a (4)
By using this isomorphism the covariant derivative can be written as:
DaE
a
i = [DaE
a]i+Γ
l
aiE
a
l = ∂aE
a
i +ǫ
l
ikso(2,1)Γ
k
aE
a
l = ∂aE
a
i +ηijǫ
jl
k so(3)Γ
k
aE
a
l
(5)
3 Generalized SO(2,1)-SO(3) Rotational Constraint
The spacelike foliation rotational constraint is well known [1]. In this chapter we will
obtain a new rotational constraint for timelike ADM foliation with SO(2, 1) structure
group. The timelike 3+1 foliation in coordinate-momentum variables (qab, P
cd) re-
quires only one change: s =< N,N >= 1 instead of s =< N,N >= −1, where
N is a length of vectors normal to foliation. The rest is the same as in spacelike 3+1
foliation [1] until we pass to Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi variables. So, we start
with (qab, P
cd) and introduce the SO(2, 1) Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi variables
in a canonical way. On four dimensional Lorentz manifold with 3+1 timelike foliation
we introduce a bundle space with triads invariant with respect to SO(2, 1) rotation.
qab = e
i
ae
j
bηij (6)
,where ηij is Minkowski R
3
1,2 metric ηij = Diag(−1, 1, 1)
We introduce an electric flux variable as a weight one density:
Eaj = | det(eia)|eaj , Eja = eja/| det(eia)| (7)
We will use the notation q = | det(eia)|2
We then introduceKia one-form in a little different way than in a spacelike case (notice
ηij):
Kab := K
i
(ae
j
b)ηij (8)
satisfying modified rotational constraint, again notice ηij :
Gab := K
i
[ae
j
b]ηij = 0 (9)
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By using (7) we can rewrite it as:
Gab := K
i
[aE
j
b]ηij = 0 (10)
or by raising indices a and b we obtain the form:
Gab := qatqbeKi[tE
j
e]ηij = 0 (11)
Notice that (6), (7), (8), (9), (10) and (11) differ from correspondingSO(3) expressions
by Minkowski metric ηij presence.
The rotational constraint (10) can be converted into a different, although equivalent
form, by contracting it with eake
b
m:
Gabe
a
ke
b
m = K
i
ae
j
bηije
a
ke
b
m−Kibejaηijeakebm = Kajeakδjm−Kbjebmδjk = 2Ka[meak] = 0
(12)
,where we used ejbe
b
m = δ
j
m and K
i
aηij = Kaj . By using (7) and changing indexm to
j, it can also be written as:
Gjk = Ka[jE
a
k] = 0 (13)
or by using SO(3) antisymmetric tensor as:
Gi = ǫijkso(3)KajE
a
k = 0 (14)
Finally we can rewrite these constraints once again by contracting each Gi with ηij .
Gi = ηijǫ
jkl
so(3)KakE
a
l = ǫ
kl
i so(2,1)KakE
a
l = ǫ
l
ik so(2,1)K
k
aE
a
l = 0 (15)
We define now η¯ij to beDiag(−1, 1, 1) in SO(2, 1) case, andDiag(1, 1, 1) in SO(3)
case, in order to write SO(3) rotational constraint (14) and SO(2, 1) rotational con-
straint (15) in a generalized form:
Gi = η¯ijǫ
jkl
so(3)KakE
a
l = η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)
KkaE
a
l = 0 (16)
4 Generalized SO(2,1)-SO(3) Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi
Connection and Generalized Gauss Constraint
By using (2) and (5) and a generalized metric η¯ij defined at the end of the previous
section, we can write the generalized covariant derivative as:
DaE
a
i = [DaE
a]i + Γ
l
aiE
a
l = ∂aE
a
i + η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)
ΓkaE
a
l (17)
,where Γka are vectors correspondingly in R
3
2,1 for SO(2, 1) timelike foliation, and in
R3 for SO(3) spacelike foliation.
One can easily see that R32,1 vectors Γ
i
a are invariant under Weyl canonical transforma-
tion in SO(2, 1) timelike case similar to SO(3) spacelike case:
(Kia, E
a
i )→(β) Kia = βKia, (β)Eai = Eai /β (18)
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,where β ∈ C is Barbero-Immirzi parameter.
An invariance follows from the explicit formula for Γia expressed via Γ
l
aj in (4), when
the latter is expressed via triads. Thus in both SO(3) and SO(2, 1) case we can write
it in a generalized form:
Γia =
1
2
η¯imǫjkm so(3)e
b
k[e
j
a,b − ejb,a + ecjelaelc,b]
=
1
2
η¯imǫjkm so(3)E
b
k[E
j
a,b − Ejb,a + EcjElaElc,b]
=
1
4
η¯imǫjkm so(3)E
b
k
[
2Eja
(det(E)),b
det(E)
− Ejb
(det(E)),a
det(E)
]
(19)
We can see that Γia is a homogeneous function of degree zero, therefore
(β)Γja = Γ
j
a
and a covariant derivativeDa does not depend on β andDa(
(β)Eaj ) = 0 in both SO(3)
[1] and SO(2, 1) cases. It is easy to see that the generalized rotational constraint (16)
also does not depend on β.
Therefore, by using (16) and the generalized covariant derivative (17), we can write:
Gi = 0 + η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)(
βKka )(
βEal )
= Da(
(β)Eai ) + η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)(
βKka )(
βEal )
= ∂aE
a
i + η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)Γ
k
a(
βEal ) + η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)(
βKka )(
βEal )
= ∂aE
a
i + η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)Γ
k
a(
βEal ) + η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)(
βKka )(
βEal )
= ∂a(
βEai ) + η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)
[
Γka + (
βKka )
]
(βEal ) =
β Da(βEai ) = 0 (20)
or by introducing notation:
βAlai = η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)(Γ
k
a + (
βKka )) (21)
and notations:
βAka = Γ
k
a + (
βKka ),
βAlai = η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)A
k
a (22)
we can rewrite (20) as a generalized Gauss constraint:
βDa(βEai ) = ∂a(βEai ) + (βAlai)(βEal ) =
∂a(
βEai ) + η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)
[
Γka + (
βKka )
]
(βEal ) = 0 (23)
5 Generalized Metric and Momentum Transformation
to Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi Variables. Sym-
plectic Structure
Before we go over to generalized SO(2, 1)−SO(3)Diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian
constraints we have to define a new transformation between qab, P
cd and Sen-Ashtekar-
Barbero-Immirzi variablesEai ,K
j
a for timelike ADM foliation with SO(2, 1) structure
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group, and prove that symplectic structure is preserved, i.e in new variables we have
the same dynamics. Such transformation is well known for SO(3) case [1]:
qab = E
i
aE
j
b | detEci |2/D−1, P cd = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(EckEtkKitEdi −EckEdkKitEti )
(24)
Preserving symplectic structure
{Eaj (x), Ebk(y)} = {Kja(x),Kkb (y)} = 0, {Eai (x),Kjb (y)} =
k
2
δab δ
j
i δ(x, y) (25)
,where k = 16πG/c3 - gravitational coupling constant.
In order to define similar transformation for timelike SO(2, 1) foliation we need to
modify (24) in the following way:
qab = E
i
aE
j
bηij | detEci |2/D−1, P cd = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(EckEtmηmkKitEdi −EckEdmηmkKitEti )
(26)
Notice ηij presence in several places.
We have to prove that this transformation preserves the same symplectic strucutre (25).
Coordinate-coordinate Poisson bracket {qab, qcd} is zero, since qab contains only elec-
tric fluxes Eai and {Eaj (x), Ebk(y)} is zero, as it follows from (25) and (26). We calcu-
late momentum-momentum Poisson bracket by using momentum formula (26):
P ab(x) = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(EakEtmηmkKitEbi − EakEbmηmkKitEti ) (27)
P cd(x) = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(EckEtmηmkKitEdi − EckEdmηmkKitEti ) (28)
and notation q := | det(Ece)|2/(D−1) as follows:
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = {1
q
(Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1E
b
i1 − Eak2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 ),
1
q
(Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Kj1e1E
d
j1 − Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 ) (29)
After lengthy calculations (see Appendix C) we obtain:
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = 2kqacGbd (30)
,where
Gbd = qbtqdpKjtE
i
pηij−qdtqbpKjtEipηij = KbjEdiηij−KdjEbiηij = 2Kj[bEd]iηij =
2ebtedeKj[tE
i
e]ηij
is SO(2, 1) rotational constraint (11) .
When rotational constrain is zero, the Poisson bracket (30) is also zero. Therefore
momentum-momentum Poisson bracket remains on shell the same as in original vari-
ables (qab, P
cd). Exactly as in spacelike case.
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Finally we consider coordinate-momentum bracket:
P ab(x) = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(EakEtmηmkKitEbi − EakEbmηmkKitEti ) (31)
qcd(y) = E
j
cE
m
d ηmj(det(E))
2/(D−1) (32)
{P ab(x), qcd(y)} = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1){(EakEtmηmkKitEbi−EakEbmηmkKitEti ), EjcEmd ηmj(det(E))2/(D−1)}
(33)
After lengthy calculations (see Appendix C) we obtain:
{P ab(x), qcd(y)} = kδb(cδad)δ(x, y) (34)
so, the symplectic structure is preserved, i.e. new variables Eai and K
i
a are canonical
in SO(2, 1) timelike foliation case as well.
What remains is to write generalized transformations in both SO(3) and SO(2, 1)
cases. By looking at (26) we see that it turns into (24), when instead of Minkowski
metric ηij = Diag(−1, 1, 1) we use EuclideanDiag(1, 1, 1). Therefore, by using the
generalized metric η¯ij we write generalized transformations:
qab = E
i
aE
j
b η¯ij | detEci |2/D−1, P cd = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(EckEtmη¯mkKitEdi −EckEdmη¯mkKitEti )
(35)
The symplectic structure (25) is the same in both cases so it can also be called general-
ized.
6 Generalized SO(2,1)-SO(3) DiffeomorphismConstraint
The diffeomorphism constraint in the original ADM variables can be written as in [1]
(1.2.6):
Ha = −2sqacDbP bc (36)
where s = −1 for SO(3) spacelike foliation case, while s = 1 in SO(2, 1) timelike
case.
By substituting generalized variables (35) into (36) we obtain:
Ha = −2sqacDb(| det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(EbkEtmη¯mkKitEci − EbkEcmη¯mkKitEti )) (37)
or rewriting it by using metric expression: qbt = EbkE
t
mη¯
mk as
Ha = −(2s/q)Db(qacqbtqKitEci − qacqbcqKitEti ) = −2sDb(KbiEai − δbaKitEti )
(38)
we obtain a diffeomorphism constraint in variablesKit and E
t
i :
Ha = −2sDb(KbiEia − δbaKitEti ) = −2sDb(KibEai − δbaKitEti ) (39)
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,where we at the same time lowered b and raised a in the first term.
By using an equality that follows from the rotational constraint (10): we can show that
(see Appendix G):
KibE
a
i = K
i
aE
b
i (40)
by substituting it into the first term of (39) we rewrite it as:
Ha = −2sDb(KiaEbi − δbaKitEti ) (41)
In order to express this constraint via generalized connection Aia and electric flux E
a
i
we introduce generalized curvatures:
Riab = 2∂[aΓ
i
b] + η¯
ijǫjklso(3)Γ
k
aΓ
l
b (42)
and
(β)F iab = 2∂
(β)
[a A
i
b] + η¯
ijǫjklso(3)
(β)Aka
(β)Alb (43)
,where Aka = Γ
k
a + βK
k
a is so(3) connection in spacelike foliation, and so(2, 1) con-
nection in timelike foliation. See (42) and (43) derivation in Appendix D.
By expressing (β)F jab via R
j
ab, (see derivation in Appendix E) we obtain:
(β)F iab = R
i
ab + 2βD[aK
i
b] + β
2η¯ijǫjklso(3)K
k
aK
l
b (44)
By contracting (44) with (β)Ebi = E
b
i /β (see all calculations in Appendix F) we obtain:
(β)F iab
(β)Ebi =
RiabE
b
i
β
+ 2D[aK
i
b]E
b
i + βK
i
aGj (45)
As in so(3) case the first term on the right hand side is zero (see Appendix K). The last
term is also zero on a shell, where the rotational constraint is zero. As for the second
term, we write it as:
2D[aK
i
b]E
b
i = Da(K
i
b)E
b
i −Db(Kia)Ebi = −(Db(Kia)Ebi −Da(Kib)Ebi )) =
− (Db(Kia)Ebi −Da(Kib)Ebi ) =
− (Db(Kia)Ebi − δabDa(Kib)Ebi ) =
− (Db(Kia)Eib − δabDa(Kib)Ebi ) =
− (Db(KiaEbi )− δabDa(KibEbi )) =
− (Db(KiaEbi )− δabDa(KibEbi )) = (−s/2)Ha (46)
,where in order to go from the forth to the fifth line we used Lemma1 from Appendix
A, while in the last line we used (41): Ha = −2sDb(KiaEbi − δbaKitEti ).
If then follows from (45) and (46) that diffeomorphism constraint has the following
form:
(β)F iab
(β)Ebi = −(s/2)Ha + βKiaGj (47)
or on shell:
Ha = −2s(β)F jab (β)Ebj (48)
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7 Generalized SO(2,1)-SO(3) Hamiltonian Constraint
Let us derive a Hamiltonian constraint. We will remind first how it was derived in
SO(3) spacelike ADM foliation [1] case, and then we will derive it for SO(2, 1) time-
like ADM foliation case.
SO(3) Spacelike Foliation Case:
By contracting (44) with ǫ klj so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl we obtain:
(β)F jab ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = −q
Rjabǫ
kl
j so(3)
eake
b
l
β2
+2βD[aK
j
b]ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl+
β2ǫjmnso(3)K
m
a K
n
b ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl (49)
,where minus in the first term on the right hand side is because we have moved index j
by one position into the middle.
By usingR klab = R
j
abǫ
kl
j so(3)
(see derivation in Appendix D) we rewrite the first term.
By using (Appendix I) we rewrite the second term, and by using (Appendix J) we
rewrite the third term as:
(β)F jab ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = −q
R klab e
a
ke
b
l
β2
−2E
a
jDaGj
β
+(KjaE
a
j )
2−(KjbEaj )(KkaEbk)
(50)
or, when contracting Riemann tensor with triads R klab e
a
ke
b
l = R we obtain:
(β)F jab ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = −q
R
β2
− 2(β)EajDaGj +(KjaEaj )2− (KjbEaj )(KkaEbk)
(51)
or
(β)F jab ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl + 2
(β)EajDaGj
=
√
q
β2
[
−√qR− β2 (K
j
bE
a
j )(K
k
aE
b
k)− (KjaEaj )2√
q
]
=
√
q
β2
[
H + (s− β2) (K
j
bE
a
j )(K
k
aE
b
k)− (KjaEaj )2√
q
]
(52)
,where in order to go from the second to the third line, we substituted the expression
for−√qR from the expression for Hamiltonian in SO(3) case (see [1] 4.2.7):
H = − s√
q
(K laK
j
b −KjaK lb)Eaj Ebl −
√
qR (53)
It can be easily done when regrouping terms as follows:
H = − s√
q
(K laE
b
lK
j
bE
a
j−KjaEajK lbEbl )−
√
qR = − s√
q
((KjaE
b
j )(K
k
bE
a
k )−(KjaEaj )2)−
√
qR
(54)
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thus we obtain:
−√qR = H +− s√
q
((KjaE
b
j )(K
k
bE
a
k )− (KjaEaj )2) (55)
We now expressH in (52):
H =
β2√
q
[
(β)F jab ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl + 2
(β)EajDaGj
]
+ (β2 − s) (K
j
bE
a
j )(K
k
aE
b
k)− (KjaEaj )2√
q
(56)
or
H = [β2
(β)
F jab − (β2 − s)ǫjmnso(3)Kma Knb ]
ǫ klj so(3)E
a
kE
b
l√
q
(57)
We have repeated [1] SO(3) spacelike ADM foliation case for instructional aim. We
will now derive a newHamiltonian constraint for timelike ADM foliationwith SO(2, 1)
structure group:
SO(2, 1) Timelike Foliation Case:
By contracting (44) now with ǫ klj so(2,1)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl , we obtain (see details in Appen-
dicies D, I and J):
(β)F jab ǫ
kl
j so(2,1)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = −q
R
β2
−2E
a
jDaGj
β
−((KjaEaj )2−(KjbEaj )(KkaEbk))
(58)
By comparing (58) with (51), we see only one, however crucial difference: a different
sign in the third term.
By using (58)
(β)F jab ǫ
kl
j so(2,1)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl + 2
(β)EajDaGj
=
√
q
β2
[
−√qR+ β2 (K
j
bE
a
j )(K
k
aE
b
k)− (KjaEaj )2√
q
]
=
√
q
β2
[
H + (s+ β2)
(KjbE
a
j )(K
k
aE
b
k)− (KjaEaj )2√
q
]
(59)
,where in order to go from the second to the third line, we substituted the expression
for
√
qR from Hamiltonian expression in case of timelike foliation (see Appendix B
for details):
H = − s√
q
(K laK
j
b −KjaK lb)Eaj Ebl −
√
qR (60)
Notice the only, however crucial change in (59) compared to (52). We have (s + β2)
instead of (s−β2). This is due to the sign difference in the third term of (58) and (51),
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which is in turn a consequence of the Riemann tensor contraction with ǫjklso(2,1) vs
ǫjklso(3), since:
ǫjklso(3)ǫ
jmn
so(3) = 2δ
[m
k δ
n]
l (61)
while
ǫjklso(2,1)ǫ
jmn
so(2,1) = −2δ[mk δn]l (62)
By expressing H in (59) we obtain:
H =
β2√
q
[
(β)F jab ǫ
kl
j so(2,1)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl + 2
(β)EajDaGj
]
− (β2 + s) (K
j
bE
a
j )(K
k
aE
b
k)− (KjaEaj )2√
q
(63)
or
H = [β2
(β)
F jab − (β2 + s)ǫjmnso(2,1)Kma Knb ]
ǫ klj so(2,1)E
a
kE
b
l√
q
(64)
We can now rewrite Hamiltonian constraints in (57) and (64) for SO(3) and SO(2, 1)
foliations in a general form:
H = [β2
(β)
F jab − (β2 + 1)η¯jiǫimnso(3)Kma Knb ]
η¯jiǫ
ikl
so(3)E
a
kE
b
l√
q
(65)
,where, by remembering that s = 1 in SO(2, 1) and s = −1 in SO(3) case, we have
combined both (β2−s), s = −1 in (57) and (β2+s), s = 1 in (64) into one expression
(β2+1). We also used the following identities: η¯jiǫimnso(3) = ǫ
j
mnso(2,1) in SO(2, 1)
case and η¯jiǫ
ikl
so(3) = ǫ
kl
j so(3)
in SO(3) case.
We can see in (65) that the self-dual Ashtekar case for Immirzi β = ±i is preserved in
both SO(3) and SO(2, 1) cases, making general formula very simple:
H = [F jabη¯jiǫ
ikl
so(3)E
a
kE
b
l ] = 0 (66)
This fact is very important as it proves that Immirzi parameter is covariant with respect
to spacelike - timelike foliation change.
Finally we need to check that the hamiltonian and diffeomorphism constraints in new
variables commute with the smeared rotational constraint. Like in [1] we introduce the
smeared constraint by using Gik form (13)
G(Λ) =
∫
σ
d3xΛjkKajE
a
k (67)
11
, where Λ ∈ so(3) for spacelike foliation and ∈ so(2, 1) for timelike foliation. The
constraint satisfy the Poisson algebra:
{G(Λ), G(Λ′)} = k
2
G([Λ,Λ′]) (68)
Since coordinate and momentum in (35) are so(3) invariant in SO(3) spacelike folia-
tion case and so(2, 1) invariant in SO(2, 1) timelike foliation case, they will commute
with the corresponding smeared rotational constraint. Also both diffeormorphism and
hamiltonian constraints commute with the smeared rotational constraint, since they are
both functions of qab and P
cd. So the whole system of constraints is still first class.
8 All Generalized Constraints
To summarize we write the system of the generalized SO(3) − SO(2, 1) constraints
together:
βDa(βEai ) = ∂a(βEai ) + η¯ijǫjlk so(3)
[
Γka + (
βKka )
]
(βEal ) = 0
Ha = −2s(β)F iab (β)Ebi = 0
H = [β2
(β)
F iab − (β2 + 1)η¯ijǫjmnso(3)Kma Knb ]
η¯ijǫ
jkl
so(3)E
a
kE
b
l√
q
= 0 (69)
9 Discussion
We have noticed the existence of isomorphism between so(2, 1) algebra and algebra
of vectors in R32,1 space with vector product as algebra operation. We have used this
isomorphism to derive Sen-Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi formalism for timelike folia-
tion with SO(2, 1) structure group. We have obtained a new so(2, 1) connection as
well as Gauss, Diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraints for SO(2, 1) case. We
then combined constraint equations in SO(3) spacelike ADM and in SO(2, 1) time-
like ADM into one set of generalized constraints using generalized connection. In
addition we have proved that Immirzi parameter is covariant with respect to timelike-
spacelike ADM foliation change as in both cases in self-dual Ashtekar case it disap-
pears in Hamiltionian constraint keeping it polynomial.
10 Appendix A Lemma 1 for DiffeomorphismConstraints
Lemma 1
(Da(Kjb)−Db(Kja))Ebj = Da(KjbEbj )−Db(KjaEbj ) (70)
12
Proof:
Da(KjbE
b
j )−Db(KjaEbj ) = δbaDb(Kjb)Ebj+δbaKjbDb(Ebj )−Db(Kja)Ebj−KjaDb(Ebj ) =
δbaDb(Kjb)E
b
j −Db(Kja)Ebj = (Da(Kjb)−Db(Kja))Ebj (71)
above in the first identity on the right hand side the second and the forth terms cancel.
11 Appendix BHamiltonian Constraint in SO(2,1) Case
We would like to express Hamiltonian constraint first in Kia and E
a
i variables and
then in Aia, E
a
i variables. We begin with Hamiltonian constraint ADM expression ([1]
1.2.6):
H =
−s√
q
[
qacqbd − 1
D − 1qabqcd
]
P abP cd −√qR (72)
by substituting into it the metric qab and momentum P
ab expressions from (26) we
obtain:
H =
−s√
q
[
qacqbd − 1
D − 1qabqcd
]
1
q
(
qqat1Ki1t1E
b
i1 − qqabKi2t2Et2i2
)
1
q
(
qqct3Ki3t3E
d
i3 − qqcdKi4t4Et4i4
)−√qR =
−s√
q
[
qacqbd − 1
D − 1qabqcd
] (
Kai1Ebi1 − qabKi2t2Et2i2
)
(
Kci3Edi3 − qcdKi4t4Et4i4
)−√qR (73)
by opening parentheses:
H =
−s√
q
[
qacqbd − 1
D − 1qabqcd
]
(Kai1Ebi1K
ci3Edi3 − qcdKai1Ebi1Ki4t4Et4i4
− qabKi2t2Et2i2Kci3Edi3 + qabqcdKi2t2Et2i2Ki4t4Et4i4 )−
√
qR =
−s√
q
((Ki1c Edi1K
ci3Edi3 − qabKai1Ebi1Ki4t4Et4i4 − qcdKi2t2Et2i2Kci3Edi3+
qcdq
cdKi2t2E
t2
i2
Ki4t4E
t4
i4
)− 1
D − 1(K
i1
b E
b
i1K
i3
d E
d
i3−DKi1b Ebi1Ki4t4Et4i4−DKi2t2Et2i2Ki3d Edi3−D2Ki2t2Et2i2Ki4t4Et4i4 ))
−√qR = −s√
q
((Ki1c K
ci3Edi1E
d
i3−Ki1b Ebi1Ki4t4Et4i4−Ki2t2Et2i2Ki3d Edi3+DKi2t2Et2i2Ki4t4Et4i4 )
− (1−D)
2
D − 1 (K
i1
b E
b
i1K
i3
d E
d
i3))−
√
qR =
−s√
q
(Ki1c K
c
i3E
i1
d E
d
i3+(D−2)Ki1b Ebi1Ki4t4Et4i4−(D−1)Ki1b Ebi1Ki3d Edi3)
−√qR = −s√
q
(Ki1c K
c
i3E
i1
d E
d
i3 −Ki1b Ebi1Ki3d Edi3)−
√
qR (74)
We rewrite the final result by using the same indices as in the book:
H =
−s√
q
(K laK
a
jE
b
lE
j
b −K laKjbEal Ebj )−
√
qR (75)
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12 Appendix C Timelike SO(2, 1) Symplectic Structure
Calculations
Momentum-Momentum Poisson Bracket
P ab(x) = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(EakEtmηmkKitEbi−EakEbmηmkKitEti ) =
1
q
(EakE
t
mη
mkKitE
b
i−EakEbmηmkKitEti )
(76)
P cd(x) = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(EckEtmηmkKitEdi −EckEdmηmkKitEti ) =
1
q
(EckE
t
mη
mkKitE
d
i −EckEdmηmkKitEti )
(77)
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = {1
q
(Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1E
b
i1 − Eak2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 ),
1
q
(Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Kj1e1E
d
j1 − Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 ) (78)
By introducing the following notations:
a = 1/q
b = Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1E
b
i1
c = Eak2E
b
p2η
p2k2Ki2t2E
t2
i2
d = 1/q
e = Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Kj1e1E
d
j1
f = Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Kj2e2E
e2
j2
We can rewrite (78) as:
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = {a(b− c), d(e − f)} (79)
or by using the Leibniz rule for the Poisson brackets:
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = (a({b, d} − {c, d})(e− f)+
d({a, e} − {a, f})(b− c)+
ad{b, e} − ad{c, e} − ad{b, f}+ ad{c, f})+
{a, d}(e− f)(b− c)) (80)
The last term is zero since {a, d} = {(detE) −2D−1 , {(detE) −2D−1 } = 0, as {Eaj (x), Ebk(y)} =
0
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Let’s calculate separately {b, f}, {c, f}, {c, e}, {b, e}, {a, e}, {a, f}, {b, d}, {c, d}
{b, e} = {Eak1Et1p1ηp1k1Ki1t1Ebi1 , Ecm1Ee1p3ηp3m1Kj1e1Edj1} =
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1{Ki1t1 , Ecm1}Ebi1Ee1p3ηp3m1Kj1e1Edj1+
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ecm1{Ki1t1 , Ee1p3ηp3m1}Ebi1Kj1e1Edj1+
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Kj1e1{Ki1t1 , Edj1}Ebi1+
Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1{Eak1 ,Kj1e1}Edj1Et1p1ηp1k1Ki1t1 , Ebi1+
Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Eak1{Et1p1ηp1k1Kj1e1}Edj1Ki1t1 , Ebi1+
Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1 {Ebi1 ,Kj1e1}Edj1 (81)
{b, e} = {Eak1Et1p1ηp1k1Ki1t1Ebi1 , Ecm1Ee1p3ηp3m1Kj1e1Edj1} =
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1(−k
2
δi1m1δ
c
t1)E
b
i1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Kj1e1E
d
j1+
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ecm1(−
k
2
δi1m1δ
e1
p3η
p3t1)Ebi1K
j1
e1E
d
j1+
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Kj1e1 (−
k
2
δi1j1δ
d
t1)E
b
i1+
Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1(
k
2
δj1k1δ
a
e1)E
d
j1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1E
b
i1+
Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Eak1(
k
2
δt1e1δ
j1
p1)η
p1k1Edj1K
i1
t1E
b
i1+
Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1 (
k
2
δj1i1 δ
b
e1)E
d
j1 =
q2
k
2
(−qacqbe1Kj1e1Edj1 − qae1qbcKj1e1Edj1 − qadqce1Kj1e1Ebj1 + qcaqdt1Ki1t1Ebi1
+ qct1qdaKi1t1E
b
i1 + q
cbqat1Ki1t1E
d
i1 ) =
= q2
k
2
q(−qacGˆbd − qbcGˆad − qadGˆcb + qacGˆdb + qdaGˆcb + qcbGˆad) =
=
k
2
q3qac(Gˆdb − Gˆbd) = k
2
q3qacGdb (82)
,where
Gdb := Gˆdb − Gˆbd (83)
and we have introduced the notations for Gˆ with various indices:
Gˆdb = qde1Kj1e1q
bpEj1p (84)
Thus
{b, e} = k
2
q3qacGdb (85)
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The next Poisson bracket is:
{a, e} = {(detE) −2D−1 , Ecm1Ee1p3ηp3m1Kj1e1Edj1} =
Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1{(detE) −2D−1 ,Kj1e1}Edj1 =
Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1
−2
D − 1(detE)
−2
D−1
{(detE),Kj1e1}
detE
Edj1 =
Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1
−2
D − 1
1
q
Enr {Ern,Kj1e1}Edj1 =
qce1q
−2
D − 1
1
q
Enr (
k
2
δj1n δ
r
e1)E
d
j1 =
qce1Edj1
−k
D − 1E
j1
e1 = q
ce1δde1
−k
D − 1 = q
cd −k
D − 1 (86)
We obtain:
{a, e} = qcd −k
D − 1 (87)
The next bracket can be obtained from (86), by changing the sign and making the
following index replacement:
c→ a, d→ b, a→ c, b→ d (88)
{b, d} = {Eak1Et1p1ηp1k1Ki1t1Ebi1 , (detE)
−2
D−1 } (89)
{b, d} = qab k
D − 1 (90)
The next bracket goes as follows:
{b, f} = {Eak1Et1p1ηp1k1Ki1t1Ebi1 , Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 } =
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1{Ki1t1 , Ecm2}Ebi1Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 +
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ecm2{Ki1t1 , Edp4ηp4m2}Ebi1Kj2e2Ee2j2 +
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Kj2e2{Ki1t1 , Ee2j2 }Ebi1+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2{Eak1 ,Kj2e2}Ee2j2 Et1p1ηp1k1Ki1t1Ebi1+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Eak1{Et1p1ηp1k1 ,Kj2e2}Ee2j2Ki1t1Ebi1+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1 {Ebi1 ,Kj2e2}Ee2j2 (91)
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or
{b, f} = {Eak1Et1p1ηp1k1Ki1t1Ebi1 , Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 } =
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1(−k
2
δi1m2δ
c
t1)E
b
i1E
d
p4η
p4m2Kj2e2E
e2
j2
+
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ecm2(−
k
2
δi1p4δ
d
t1)η
p4m2Ebi1K
j2
e2E
e2
j2
+
Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Kj2e2 (−
k
2
δi1j2δ
e2
t1 )E
b
i1+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2(
k
2
δae2δ
j2
k1
)Ee2j2 E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1E
b
i1+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Eak1(
k
2
δt1e2δ
j2
p1)η
p1k1Ee2j2 K
i1
t1E
b
i1+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1 (
k
2
δbe2δ
j2
i1
}Ee2j2 =
k
2
(−qacqqbdqKj2e2Ee2j2 − qqadqqbcKj2e2Ee2j2 − qae2qqcdqKj2e2Ebj2+
qcdqqat1qKi1t1E
b
i1 + q
cdqqat1qKi1t1E
b
i1 + q
cdqqat1qKi1t1E
b
i1) =
−kq2
2
Kj2e2E
e2
j2
(qacqbd + qadqbc) + kq2qcdqat1Ki1t1E
b
i1 (92)
To summarize
{b, f} = {Eak1Et1p1ηp1k1Ki1t1Ebi1 , Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 }
= −kq
2
2
Kj2e2E
e2
j2
(qacqbd + qadqbc) + kq2qcdqat1Ki1t1E
b
i1
= −kq
2
2
Kj2e2E
e2
j2
(qacqbd + qadqbc) + kq2qcdqat1Ki1t1 qq
bpEi1p
= −kq
2
2
Kj2e2E
e2
j2
(qacqbd + qadqbc) + kq3qcdKai1Ebi1 (93)
The bracket {c, e} is similar to {f, b} = −{b, f} above in (92) with the following
index replacement:
a→ c, b→ d, c→ a, d→ b (94)
{c, e} = {Eak2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 , Ecm1Ee1p3ηp3m1Kj1e1Edj1} = −{Ecm1Ee1p3ηp3m1Kj1e1Edj1 , Eak2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 }
=
kq2
2
Kj2e2E
e2
j2
(qcaqdb + qdaqcb)− kq2qabqct1Ki1t1Edi1
=
kq2
2
Kj2e2E
e2
j2
(qcaqdb + qcbqda)− kq3qabKci1Edi1 (95)
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{a, f} = {(detE) −2D−1 , Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 } = Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2
−2
D − 1
1
q
{(detE),Kj2e2}
(detE)
Ee2j2 =
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2
−2
D − 1
1
q
Ej3e3{Ee3j3 ,Kj2e2}Ee2j2 = Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2
−2
D − 1
1
q
Ej3e3
k
2
δj2j3 δ
e2
e3E
e2
j2
=
−k
D − 1qq
cd 1
q
Ej2e2E
e2
j2
=
−k
D − 1q
cdD (96)
The bracket {c, d} can be calculated from (96) by changing the sign and making the
following index replacement:
c→ a, d→ b, a→ c, b→ d (97)
We obtain:
{c, d} = {Eak2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 , (detE)
−2
D−1 } = k
D − 1q
abD (98)
Finally we need to calculate the last bracket {c, f}:
{c, f} = {Eak2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 , Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 } =
Eak2E
b
p2η
p2k2{Ki2t2 , Ecm2}Et2i2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 +
Eak2E
b
p2η
p2k2Ecm2{Ki2t2 , Edp4ηp4m2}Et2i2Kj2e2Ee2j2 +
Eak2E
b
p2η
p2k2Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Kj2e2{Ki2t2 , Ee2j2 }Et2i2+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2{Eak2 ,Kj2e2}Ee2j2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Eak2{Ebp2ηp2k2 ,Kj2e2}Ee2j2Ki2t2Et2i2+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Eak2E
b
p2η
p2k2Ki2t2{Et2i2 ,Kj2e2}Ee2j2 (99)
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or
{c, f} = {Eak2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 , Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 } =
Eak2E
b
p2η
p2k2Et2i2 (−
k
2
δi2m2δ
c
t2)E
d
p4η
p4m2Kj2e2E
e2
j2
+
Eak2E
b
p2η
p2k2Et2i2E
c
m2(−
k
2
δi2p4δ
d
t2)η
p4m2Kj2e2E
e2
j2
+
Eak2E
b
p2η
p2k2Et2i2E
c
m2E
d
p4η
p4m2Kj2e2 (−
k
2
δi2j2δ
e2
t2 )+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2(
k
2
δj2k2δ
a
e2)E
e2
j2
Ebp2η
p2k2Ki2t2E
t2
i2
+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Eak2(
k
2
δj2p2δ
b
e2)E
e2
j2
ηp2k2Ki2t2E
t2
i2
+
Ecm2E
d
p4η
p4m2Eak2E
b
p2η
p2k2Ki2t2 (
k
2
δt2e2δ
j2
i2
)Ee2j2 =
k
2
(−qabqqcdqKj2e2Ee2j2 − qabqqcdqKj2e2Ee2j2 − qabqqcdqKj2e2Ee2j2
+ qcdqqabqKi2t2E
t2
i2
+ qcdqqabqKi2t2E
t2
i2
+ qcdqqabqKi2t2E
t2
i2
) = 0 (100)
Thus
{c, f} = {Eak2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 , Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 } = 0 (101)
To summarize we have obtained:
{b, d} = kD−1qab
{c, d} = kD−1qabD
{a, e} = −kD−1qcd
{a, f} = −kD−1qcdD
{b, e} = k2qqacGdb
{c, e} = kq22 Kj2e2Ee2j2 (qcaqdb + qdaqcb)− kq3qabKci1Edi1
{b, f} = −kq22 Kj2e2Ee2j2 (qacqbd + qadqbc) + kq3qcdKai1Ebi1{c, f} = 0
By substituting into (80) :
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = (a({b, d} − {c, d})(e− f)+
d({a, e} − {a, f})(b− c)+
ad{b, e} − ad{c, e} − ad{b, f}+ ad{c, f}) (102)
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we obtain:
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = 1
q
(
k
D − 1q
ab− k
D − 1q
abD)(Ecm1E
e1
p3η
p3m1Kj1e1E
d
j1−Ecm2Edp4ηp4m2Kj2e2Ee2j2 )+
1
q
(
−k
D − 1q
cd − −k
D − 1q
cdD)(Eak1E
t1
p1η
p1k1Ki1t1E
b
i1 − Eak2Ebp2ηp2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 )
+
k
2
1
q2
q3qacGdb
− k
2q2
(q2Kj2e2E
e2
j2
(qcaqdb + qdaqcb)− 2q2qabqct1Ki1t1Edi1)
− k
2q2
(−q2Kj2e2Ee2j2 (qacqbd + qadqbc) + 2q2qcdqat1Ki1t1Ebi1 )) (103)
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = 1
q
(qqce1Kj1e1E
d
j1−qqcdKj2e2Ee2j2 )(−kqab)+
1
q
(qqat1Ki1t1E
b
i1−qqabKi2t2Et2i2 ))(kqcd)
+ 2kqqacGdb
+
k
q2
(q2qabKci1Edi1 − q2qcdKai1Ebi1) (104)
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = −kqabKcj1Edj1 + kqcdKai1Ebi1 + 2kqqacGdb
+ k(qabKci1Edi1 − qcdKai1Ebi1 ) = 2kqqacGbd (105)
{P ab(x), P cd(y)} = 2kqqacGbd (106)
Coordinate-Momentum Poisson Bracket
We mark each line by the label L(line number) and provide the detailed comments
underneath the formula on how we move from one line to the next in our calculations.
P ab(x) = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1)(Eak1Et1m1ηm1k1Ki1t1Ebi1 − Eak2Ebm2ηm2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 )
(107)
qcd(y) = E
i3
c E
j3
d ηi3j3(det(E))
2/(D−1) (108)
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L1: {P ab(x), qcd(y)} = | det(Ece)|−2/(D−1){(Eak1Et1m1ηm1k1Ki1t1Ebi1−Eak2Ebm2ηm2k2Ki2t2Et2i2 ),
Ei3c E
j3
d ηi3j3(det(E))
2/(D−1)}
L2: =
1
q
{(Eak1Etm1ηm1k1Ki1t1 qqbeEj1e ηi1j1−Eak2Ebm2ηm2k2Ki2t2 qqt2eEj2e ηi2j2), Ei3c Ej3d ηi3j3(det(E))2/(D−1)}
=
1
q
q2(qatqbe − qabqte)Ejeηij{Kit , Ei3c Ej3d ηi3j3(det(E))2/(D−1)}
L3: = q(qatqbe−qabqte)Ejeηij(q{KitEi3c }Ej3d ηi3j3+q{KitEj3d }Ei3c ηi3j3+
2
D − 1
qcd
q
q
{Kit , det(E)}
det(E)
) =
L4: q(qatqbe−qabqte)Ejeηij(q(−Ejc ){Kit , Epj }Ei3p Ej3d ηi3j3+q(−Ejd){Kit , Epj }Ej3p Ei3c ηi3j3+
2
D − 1qcd{K
i
t , E
m
j }Ejm) =
L5: q(qatqbe−qabqte)Ejeηij(q(−Ejc )(−
k
2
δijδ
p
t )E
i3
p E
j3
d ηi3j3+q(−Ejd)(−
k
2
δijδ
p
t )E
j3
p E
i3
c ηi3j3+
2
D − 1qcd(−
k
2
δijδ
m
t )E
j
m) =
L6: kq(qatqbe−qabqte)Ejeηij(qEicEi3t Ej3d ηi3j3 +qEidEj3t Ei3c ηi3j3−
2
D − 1qcdE
i
t) =
L7: kq(qatqbe − qabqte)(q qec
q
qdt
q
+ q
qed
q
qct
q
− 2
D − 1qcd
qet
q
) =
L8: k(qatqbe − qabqte)(qecqdt + qedqct − 2
D − 1qcdqet) =
L9: k(δbcδ
a
d + δ
b
dδ
a
c )− 2qabqcdq −
2
D − 1(qcdq
ab −Dqcdqab) =
L10: k(δbcδ
a
d + δ
b
dδ
a
c )− 2qabqcdq −
2
D − 1(1−D)qcdq
ab =
L11: k(δbcδ
a
d + δ
b
dδ
a
c )− 2qabqcdq + 2qabqcdq =
L12: kδb(cδ
a
d)δ(x, y) (109)
{P ab(x), qcd(y)} = kδb(cδad)δ(x, y) (110)
,where
in the line L2: we used Eai E
b
jη
ij = qqab and q := (det(E))2/(D−1)
in the line L3: we used Leibniz rule and and{Eaj (x), Ebk(y)} = 0
in the line L4: we used: δEia = −EiaδEbiEib and [δ(E)]/ det(E) = EjaδEaj
in the line L5: we calculated the Poisson brackets: {Eai (x),Kjb (y)} = k2 δab δji δ(x, y)
in the line L7: we used: EieE
j
cηij = qec/q, etc,
in the line L9: we have opened the parentheses and used: qatqtd = δ
a
d and q
etqet = D
in the line L10:D − 1 cancels.
in the line L11: the last two terms are the same and mutually cancel.
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13 Appendix D Timelike SO(2, 1) Riemann Curvature
Expression in SO(2, 1) case
In this Appendix we derive the following two formulas:
Riab = 2∂[aΓ
i
b] + η¯
ijǫjklso(3)Γ
k
aΓ
l
b (111)
and
(β)F iab = 2∂
(β)
[a A
i
b] + η¯
ijǫjklso(3)
(β)Aka
(β)Alb (112)
, where η¯ij = Diag(1, 1, 1) in SO(3) case, and η¯ij = Diag(−1, 1, 1) in SO(2, 1)
case. We begin with the curvature tensor definition:
Rabcd = ∂bΓ
a
cd − ∂cΓabd + ΓabtΓtcd − ΓactΓtbd (113)
SO(3) case:
In SO(3) case (111) becomes:
Riab = 2∂[aΓ
i
b] + ǫ
i
klso(3)Γ
k
aΓ
l
b (114)
We then use so(3)→ R3 isomorphism:
Γlai = ǫ
l
kiso(3)Γ
k
a (115)
By using the torsion-free condition: Γlai = Γ
l
ia, we can write it also as:
Γlai = Γ
l
ia = ǫ
l
kiso(3)Γ
k
a = ǫ
l
kaso(3)Γ
k
i (116)
By substituting (116) into (113), we obtain:
Rabcd = ∂b(ǫ
a
pdso(3)
Γpc)−∂c(ǫapdso(3)Γ
p
b)+ǫ
a
ptso(3)
Γpbǫ
t
sdso(3)Γ
s
c−ǫamtso(3)Γmc ǫtldso(3)Γlb
(117)
We rewrite the third term by using the antisymmetric tensor properties:
ǫaptso(3)ǫ
t
sdso(3) = ǫ
tap
so(3)ǫtsdso(3) = 2δ
[a
s δ
p]
d = δ
a
s δ
p
d − δpsδad (118)
and the fourth term by:
ǫamtso(3)ǫ
t
ldso(3) = ǫ
tam
so(3)ǫtldso(3) = 2δ
[a
l δ
m]
d = δ
a
l δ
m
d − δml δad (119)
we obtain:
Rabcd = ǫ
a
pdso(3)
(∂bΓ
p
c − ∂cΓpb ) + (δas δpd − δpsδad)ΓpbΓsc − (δal δmd − δml δad)Γmc Γlb =
ǫapdso(3)(∂bΓ
p
c − ∂cΓpb ) + (ΓacΓdb − ΓsbΓsc)− (ΓdcΓab − ΓlbΓlc) =
ǫapdso(3)(∂bΓ
p
c − ∂cΓpb ) + ΓacΓdb − ΓabΓdc (120)
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By renaming index p→ i:
Rabcd = ǫ
a
idso(3)(∂bΓ
i
c − ∂cΓib) + ΓdbΓac − ΓabΓdc (121)
In order to prove formula (114) we will show that if we take Ribc in that form and
contract it with ǫaidso(3) we will obtain R
a
bcd as in (121):
ǫaidso(3)R
i
bc = ǫ
a
idso(3)(∂bΓ
i
c − ∂cΓib) + ǫaidso(3)ǫiklso(3)ΓkbΓlc =
ǫaidso(3)(∂bΓ
i
c − ∂cΓib)− ǫadiso(3)ǫiklso(3)ΓkbΓlc =
ǫaidso(3)(∂bΓ
i
c − ∂cΓib)− 2δ[ak δd]l ΓkbΓlc =
ǫaidso(3)(∂bΓ
i
c − ∂cΓib)− ΓabΓdc + ΓdbΓac (122)
By comparing it to (121) we see that it equals to Rabcd. So, we have proved that:
Rabcd = ǫ
a
idso(3)R
i
bc (123)
, where Riab = 2∂[aΓ
i
b] + ǫ
i
klso(3)Γ
k
aΓ
l
b
Let us now consider SO(2, 1) case:
We use the so(2, 1)→ R32,1 isomorphism:
Γlai = ǫ
l
kiso(2,1)Γ
k
a (124)
So we are getting SO(2, 1) case from SO(3) case very easily by replacing everywhere
ǫlkiso(3) tensors with ǫ
l
kiso(2,1). The only difference that we will encounter is a differ-
ent sign compared to (118) and (119):
ǫaptso(2,1)ǫ
t
sdso(2,1) = ǫ
tap
so(2,1)ǫtsdso(2,1) = −2δ[as δp]d = −(δas δpd − δpsδad) (125)
and the fourth term by:
ǫamtso(2,1)ǫ
t
ldso(2,1) = ǫ
tam
so(2,1)ǫtldso(2,1) = −2δ[al δm]d = −(δal δmd − δml δad) (126)
It only changes the sign of the last two terms in the so(2, 1) analog of (121) and of
(122)
Rabcd = ǫ
a
idso(2,1)(∂bΓ
i
c − ∂cΓib) + ΓabΓdc − ΓdbΓac (127)
ǫaidso(2,1)R
i
bc = ǫ
a
idso(2,1)(∂bΓ
i
c − ∂cΓib) + ΓabΓdc − ΓdbΓac (128)
So again we obtain:
Rabcd = ǫ
a
idso(2,1)R
i
bc (129)
, where Riab = 2∂[aΓ
i
b] + ǫ
i
klso(2,1)Γ
k
aΓ
l
b
By combining two cases and remembering that we can express: ǫiklso(2,1) = η¯
ijǫjklso(3)
we can write it in a general case:
Riab = 2∂[aΓ
i
b] + η¯
ijǫjklso(3)Γ
k
aΓ
l
b (130)
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, which finally proves formula (111). In addition the general form of (129) is as follows:
Rabcd = η¯
atǫtidso(3)R
i
bc (131)
If we use generalized Sen-Ashtekar connection from (22):
βAka = Γ
k
a + (
βKka ),
βAlai = η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)A
k
a (132)
and repeat all the steps using Aka instead of Γ
k
a, we will obtain (112).
14 Appendix E Expressing (β)F
j
ab via R
j
ab
Riab = 2∂[aΓ
i
b] + η¯
ijǫjklso(3)Γ
k
aΓ
l
b (133)
We want to prove that:
(β)F iab = 2∂
(β)
[a A
i
b] + η¯
ijǫjklso(3)
(β)Aka
(β)Alb (134)
Proof:
We remind that (β)Ebi = E
b
i /β and
(β)Kka = βK
k
a
By substituting (β)Aka = Γ
k
a + βK
k
a into (134) we obtain:
(β)F iab = 2∂[aΓ
i
b] + 2∂
(β)
[a K
i
b] + η¯
ijǫjklso(3) (Γ
k
a + βK
k
a )(Γ
l
b + βK
l
b) =
(2∂[aΓ
i
b]+ η¯
ijǫjklso(3) Γ
k
aΓ
l
b)+(2∂
(β)
[a K
i
b]+ η¯
ijǫjklso(3)Γ
k
aβK
l
b+ η¯
ijǫjklso(3)Γ
l
bβK
k
a )
+ (β2η¯ijǫjklso(3)K
k
aK
l
b) = R
i
ab + 2βD[aK
i
b] + β
2η¯ijǫjklso(3)K
k
aK
l
b (135)
Therefore:
(β)F iab = R
i
ab + 2βD[aK
i
b] + β
2η¯ijǫjklso(3)K
k
aK
l
b (136)
15 Appendix F Timelike SO(2, 1)DiffeomorphismCon-
traction Calculations
We would like to derive the following expression:
(β)F iab
(β)Ebi =
RiabE
b
i
β
+ 2D[aK
i
b]E
b
i + βK
i
aGi (137)
We begin with (136):
(β)F iab = R
i
ab + 2βD[aK
i
b] + β
2η¯ijǫjklso(3)K
k
aK
l
b (138)
contracting it with (β)Ebj
(β)F iab
(β)Ebi =
RiabE
b
i
β
+ 2βD[aK
i
b]
Ebi
β
+ β2η¯ijǫjklso(3)K
k
aK
l
b
Ebi
β
(139)
24
by simplifying it we obtain:
(β)F iab
(β)Ebi =
RiabE
b
i
β
+ 2D[aK
i
b]E
b
i + βη¯
ijǫjklso(3)K
k
aK
l
bE
b
i (140)
So, we only need to prove that the last term is a rotational constraint, i.e:
η¯ijǫjklso(3)K
k
aK
l
bE
b
i = K
i
aGi (141)
We do it in the following steps:
η¯ijǫjklso(3)K
k
aK
l
bE
b
i = K
k
a (ǫjklso(3)K
l
bE
bj) = Kka (ǫ
lj
k so(3)KlbE
b
j )
= Kka (η¯kmǫ
mlj
so(3)KlbE
b
j ) = K
k
aGk = K
i
aGi (142)
,where in the first step above we used generalized metric to raise index j, in the next
step we raised and lowered at the same time indices lj, and permutated twice jkl →
klj, so the sign stays the same, then we raised index m by using generalized metric,
since in so(3) case it is all the same, while in so(2, 1) case even ǫjklso(3) indices should
be lowered and raised by using Minkowski tensor ηij . Finally we used the following
rotational constraint expression obtained in (15):
Gi = η¯ijǫ
jkl
so(3)KakE
a
l (143)
16 Appendix G Identity from Rotational Constraint
Gab := K
i
[aE
j
b]η¯ij = 1/2(KaiE
i
b −KbiEia) = 0 (144)
therefore:
KbiE
i
a = KaiE
i
b (145)
or, by raising index i
KibE
i
a = K
i
aE
i
b (146)
it follows that
KibE
a
i = K
i
aE
b
i (147)
since
KiaE
b
i = K
i
aE
i
tq
tbq (148)
,while
KibE
a
i = K
i
bE
i
tq
taq (149)
and the right hand sides of (148) and (149) are equal, as
KiaE
i
tq
tb = KibE
i
tq
ta (150)
since
Kia = K
i
bq
taqtb = K
i
bδ
a
b (151)
25
17 Appendix I Contracting Riemann Curvature with
Triads Second Term
We prove the following identity first in SO(3) spacelike foliation ADM case:
2βD[aK
j
b]ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = −2(β)EakDaGk (152)
it can be rewritten as:
2βD[aK
j
b]ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl =
β(DaK
j
b −DbKja)ǫ klj so(3)(β)Eak (β)Ebl =
(β)Eak (Da(K
j
bE
b
l )− (β)EblDb(KjaEak ))ǫ klj so(3) =
− (β)Eak (Da(KjbEbl )ǫklj so(3) − (β)EblDb(KjaEak ))ǫlkj so(3) =
− (β)EakDa(Gk)− (β)EblDb(Gl) =
− 2(β)EakDa(Gk) (153)
,where in the fourth line for the first and second terms we used rotational constraint
definition (16): Gk = ǫklj so(3)K
j
bE
b
l and moved index k by one position for the
first term: ǫ klj so(3) = −ǫklj so(3) and index l by two positions for the second term
ǫ klj so(3) = ǫ
lk
j so(3)
It is easy to pass to generalized form:
2βD[aK
j
b]η¯jiǫ
ikl
so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = −2(β)EakDaGk (154)
Similar to the above:
2βD[aK
j
b]η¯jiǫ
ikl
so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl =
β(DaK
j
b −DbKja)η¯jiǫiklso(3)(β)Eak (β)Ebl =
(β)Eak (Da(K
j
bE
b
l )− (β)EblDb(KjaEak ))η¯jiǫiklso(3) =
− (β)Eak (Da(KjbEbl )η¯jiǫkilso(3) − (β)EblDb(KjaEak ))η¯jiǫlikso(3) =
− (β)EakDa(Gk)− (β)EblDb(Gl) =
− 2(β)EakDa(Gk) (155)
, where we used generalized rotational constraint (16):
Gi = η¯ijǫ
jkl
so(3)KakE
a
l = η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)K
k
aE
a
l = 0 (156)
and
Gi = η¯ijǫ
jkl
so(3)KakE
a
l = η¯ijǫ
jl
k so(3)K
k
aE
a
l = 0 (157)
since Gi = 0, G
k = η¯kiGi = 0
Gk = η¯kiGi = K
j
bE
b
l η¯jiǫ
kil
so(3) = 0 (158)
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18 Appendix J Contracting Riemann Curvature with
Triads Third Term
We would like to prove that in SO(3) spacelike ADM case:
β2ǫjmnso(3)K
m
a K
n
b ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = (K
j
aE
a
j )
2 − (KjbEaj )(KkaEbk) (159)
The proof is straightforward. β cancels on the left hand side right away and we use
ǫjmnso(3)ǫ
kl
j so(3)
= 2δ
[k
mδ
l]
n:
β2ǫjmnso(3)K
m
a K
n
b ǫ
kl
j so(3)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = K
m
a K
n
b 2δ
[k
mδ
l]
nE
a
kE
b
l =
(δkmδ
l
n − δknδlm)Kma Knb EakEbl = (KkaK lbEakEbl −K laKkbEakEbl ) =
((KkaE
a
k )
2 − (K lbEal ))(KkaEbk) = ((KjaEaj )2 − (KjbEaj )(KkaEbk)) (160)
On the other hand, in SO(2, 1) case we have an opposite sign in:
ǫjmnso(2,1)ǫ
kl
j so(2,1)
= −2δ[mk δn]l :
Therefore in SO(2, 1) timelike ADM case the sign also becomes opposite:
β2ǫjmnso(2,1)K
m
a K
n
b ǫ
kl
j so(2,1)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = −((KjaEaj )2 − (KjbEaj )(KkaEbk))
(161)
The generalized formula for both cases would look like this:
β2η¯jiǫimnso(3)K
m
a K
n
b η¯jpǫ
pkl
so(2,1)
(β)Eak
(β)Ebl = −s((KjaEaj )2− (KjbEaj )(KkaEbk))
(162)
,where s = −1 in SO(3) spacelike ADM case and s = 1 in SO(2, 1) timelike foliation
ADM case, η¯ij - generalized metric : Diag(1,1,1) in spacelike and Diag(-1,1,1) in
timelike foliation cases.
19 Appendix K Contracting Riemann Curvature with
one Triad
We need to prove that:
RiabE
b
i = 0 (163)
The proof for SO(3) spacelike foliation can be found in [1] (4.2.35): The Bianchi
identity can be written in the form:
ǫijkso(3)ǫ
efc
so(3)R
j
ef e
k
c = 0→
1
2
ǫijkso(3ǫ
efc
so(3)R
j
ef e
k
ce
i
a =
1
2
Ebj ǫcabso(3)ǫ
efc
so(3)R
j
ae = R
j
abE
b
j = 0
(164)
It is still true in SO(2, 1) timelike ADM foliation case, as what changes are antisym-
metric tensors ǫijkso(3) → ǫijkso(2,1), and it causes only a sign change in the last term
27
when contracting so(2, 1) antisymmetric tensors: ǫcabso(2,1)ǫ
efc
so(2,1) = −2δ[ea δf ]b
instead of so(3) version ǫcabso(3)ǫ
efc
so(3) = 2δ
[e
a δ
f ]
b
ǫijkso(2,1)ǫ
efc
so(2,1)R
j
efe
k
c = 0→
1
2
ǫijkso(2,1ǫ
efc
so(2,1)R
j
ef e
k
ce
i
a =
1
2
Ebj ǫcabso(2,1)ǫ
efc
so(2,1)R
j
ae = −RjabEbj = 0
(165)
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